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D;E;FÿGHÿIJKÿLMNIOPÿQR=ÿROSNÿTPJOR=FÿUVW;ÿE;XÿU;Y;FÿGHÿIOPÿLMNIOPÿQR=ÿROSNÿTPJOR=FÿUPK;ÿY;XÿZ;U;F
GHÿIJKÿLMNIOPÿQR=ÿROSNÿTPJOR=FÿUPK;ÿU;XÿQR=ÿ[;U;FÿGHÿIOPÿLMNIOPÿQR=ÿROSNÿTPJOR=FÿUPK;ÿU;XÿMRÿGOIQ\T
MTÿNIOLKO\]OKÿQR=ÿQ\\ÿ^OPKMRKÿKJLJ\QP\HÿKJN_QNO=Fÿ̀\QJRNJTTKaZ^^O\\OOKF
];
bIOÿcdZVeÿd:ÿfeghZbidjÿd:ÿNIOÿVdhkfWbfVÿhiblÿWhkddmÿeiWbVihbXÿDMIRÿeO\]OnnIJMF
ZPnIJOÿh_PPHFÿ:PQRoÿYJ\\JKFÿiPOROÿ:P_KnJFÿDMKO^IJROÿEORM]OKOFÿ[QPORÿEPO\\QFÿQR=ÿEQPHÿWLJNIF
JR=J]J=_Q\\HÿQR=ÿJRÿNIOJPÿMTTJnJQ\ÿnQ^QnJNJOKÿQKÿLOLGOPKÿMTÿNIOÿcMQP=ÿMTÿf=_nQNJMRÿMTÿNIOÿVMnIOKNOP
hJNHÿWnIMM\ÿeJKNPJnNXÿmQ]Q\ÿU;ÿYJ\KMRFÿJRÿIJKÿMTTJnJQ\ÿnQ^QnJNHÿQKÿW_^OPJRNOR=ORNÿMTÿNIOÿVMnIOKNOP
hJNHÿWnIMM\KXÿcOPRQP=ÿW;ÿEPOORGOPpOPFÿJR=J]J=_Q\\HÿQR=ÿJRÿIJKÿMTTJnJQ\ÿnQ^QnJNHÿQKÿeJPOnNMPÿMTÿNIO
eO^QPNLORNÿMTÿW^OnJQ\ÿf=_nQNJMRÿMTÿNIOÿVMnIOKNOPÿhJNHÿWnIMM\KXÿVMGOPNÿmQHKFÿJR=J]J=_Q\\HÿQR=ÿJR
IJKÿMTTJnJQ\ÿnQ^QnJNHÿQKÿZKKJKNQRNÿeJPOnNMPÿMTÿNIOÿeO^QPNLORNÿMTÿW^OnJQ\ÿf=_nQNJMRÿMTÿNIOÿVMnIOKNOP
hJNHÿWnIMM\KXÿDMKO^IÿWQ\OLJFÿJR=J]J=_Q\\HÿQR=ÿJRÿIJKÿMTTJnJQ\ÿnQ^QnJNHÿQKÿZKKJKNQRNÿeJPOnNMPÿMTÿNIO
eO^QPNLORNÿMTÿW^OnJQ\ÿf=_nQNJMRÿMTÿNIOÿVMnIOKNOPÿhJNHÿWnIMM\KFÿeOTOR=QRNKaZ^^O\\QRNKFÿQR=
bIOÿjOqÿlMPoÿWNQNOÿeO^QPNLORNÿMTÿf=_nQNJMRFÿQR=ÿEMP=MRÿU;ÿZLGQnIFÿJRÿIJKÿMTTJnJQ\ÿnQ^QnJNHÿQK
hMLLJKKJMROPÿMTÿNIOÿjOqÿlMPoÿWNQNOÿf=_nQNJMRÿeO^QPNLORNFÿeOTOR=QRNK;
r ÿ00ÿ sÿ."04
gRJNO=ÿWNQNOKÿhM_PNÿMTÿZ^^OQ\KFÿWOnMR=ÿhJPn_JN;
#(ÿ#$&ÿ5ÿ502
ÿ$*tÿ30ÿ502
!!/ u!!/ÿ#%*ÿÿ3%*%'ÿ ÿrvÿÿ'%'"%$$&&%'
&w%tÿxÿ 'ÿy 'ÿ 'ÿx(%&ÿ#%'ÿ $ÿ ÿrvÿz%'ÿÿ{'('ÿ ÿrvÿ
'&|ÿÿ$&%'"%$$&&
ÿ}#rÿ7 ## ~x#rÿ #44ÿ%'ÿy~r ÿÿ6(
}#rÿ7 ## ~x#rÿÿ6()
4ÿÿ%'ÿ%$$%&ÿ*ÿ%ÿ(*'ÿÿÿ'ÿ%ÿÿ ÿÿÿ'ÿÿÿrÿv sÿz4&%ÿ6|
%%'(ÿ%'ÿÿÿ%$$&&ÿ'ÿ%ÿ&%ÿ%'ÿt(ÿÿ *$&ÿ *$&%'ÿÿ%&ÿ%'ÿ%ÿ&%ÿ( 9''(
ÿ'%'ÿ9%&%'ÿ%'ÿ$&%*'ÿÿ%'%$$ÿ'ÿ%ÿÿ%'ÿ%ÿ&ÿ%9%t&ÿÿ%$$&&
4ÿÿ ÿ'ÿ'(ÿÿ'ÿÿ(*'ÿÿ$ ÿ'ÿ.!ÿ $$ÿ%ÿ5!/3ÿÿ%*ÿÿ%%'(ÿ
ÿtÿÿ%ÿÿ%* 'ÿ ÿtÿÿÿ% 'ÿÿÿ*ÿÿ%$$&&ÿ&%ÿ%t%t&ÿÿ%$$&&
&%*ÿ%(%'ÿÿ%ÿ'%'ÿ ÿÿ' ÿ$%$%ÿ'ÿÿ&*'
4ÿ%'ÿ%&ÿ$*%&ÿÿÿ%'ÿÿÿ{%'%$$ÿ# ÿ34ÿÿÿ5!45ÿÿÿ ÿ9&'ÿ%'ÿ*%
$9'ÿ%ÿ**%wÿ'ÿÿÿÿÿÿ!/ÿÿ52.ÿ520"!ÿ543ÿÿ4!ÿ42"0ÿ2ÿx3
.04ÿz503|ÿ#ÿ%&ÿ%'%&ÿÿÿ# ÿ$9'ÿÿ '%'ÿ'ÿÿ(&%'ÿÿÿ2ÿÿÿ$%*'ÿ
%'ÿ!ÿ ÿÿ44ÿ%'ÿ#$$ÿ
#ÿsÿ*%'*ÿ'ÿÿ'''(ÿÿÿ# ÿÿÿ~'9%&wÿ%'ÿ(%*ÿz~|ÿ34ÿÿÿ5!45z50|ÿ4
(%*ÿ '*$&%ÿ%ÿ*'(ÿt'ÿ$%'ÿ%'ÿ &ÿ$''&ÿÿÿ$$ ÿÿ'&ÿ'(ÿ%ÿ%
%'%$$ÿ&ÿ'ÿ%ÿ%ÿ9ÿ&&ÿtÿ$9ÿÿ*ÿ ÿ'ÿ%'ÿ%ÿÿ%'$%ÿ *ÿ&&
tÿ(ÿÿ%ÿ'ÿ ÿÿÿ'ÿ*%ÿ%ÿÿ*'(ÿ!ÿ ÿÿ44ÿ#$$ÿÿÿ.4ÿ'ÿÿ~ÿ
''ÿ%ÿ%ÿ(&'ÿÿÿ%'%&ÿ$ ÿÿtÿ&&ÿ'ÿÿ%ÿÿÿ'ÿ'9&9ÿÿ*&%'ÿ
'ÿtÿÿ$ ÿ%(%ÿ'&'(ÿ%1%ÿ' ÿ%$$$%ÿ%'(ÿ%'ÿÿ(ÿÿ%$$%&ÿ34ÿ
ÿ5!5/ÿ!ÿ ÿt$ÿÿ ÿ44/44"44/5!ÿ~'ÿÿ%ÿ%'ÿÿ$%*'ÿÿ%'ÿ(&%'
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$%&&ÿ$9ÿÿ%ÿ6ÿ$ 6ÿ%'(ÿÿ$$ÿ'%'ÿ9%&%'ÿÿ%'%&ÿ$&%*'ÿ$ ÿ%
' ÿ 'ÿ34ÿ7ÿ8ÿ5!5/9:;93;<ÿ!ÿ ÿ8ÿ44/4.<ÿ=>>ÿ@A=BÿCDEÿFÿ44ÿ#$$ÿÿ88ÿ55ÿ3ÿ/
#& (ÿ'ÿ5!5/ÿ%ÿ:'ÿ:ÿ%ÿ%ÿ6:&&ÿÿ(ÿÿ$%'6ÿG@HD>IÿJ@AA>ÿKEÿLMN@OPQÿ.2ÿ3ÿ!0ÿ/3ÿ93
503;ÿ91 '(ÿRS>MTA>ÿKEÿUB@IDÿBVÿWDXOEQÿ.3ÿ3ÿ0ÿ0ÿ9!ÿ504;ÿO>ISEÿD>HC>DQÿ!/4ÿ7ÿ055ÿ545ÿÿ5!
.2ÿY3ÿ!ÿ9505;;ÿ$ÿÿ50.ÿÿ '%'ÿ' ÿ$9'ÿÿÿ'%ÿ$%*'ÿÿ%'Zÿÿ['ÿRMCSPÿKE
!!. \BNCH=BHQÿ!.ÿ7ÿ003ÿ54!ÿÿ!/2ÿ3ÿY3ÿ2!.ÿ950!;ÿÿ ÿ&ÿ%ÿ]!!.ÿ%& (ÿÿ &ÿ$&%'
%ÿ'&ÿ^ÿÿ'ÿ5!5/ÿ&%*ÿ%ÿÿ%'ÿ'ÿÿ9&ÿ(ÿ# ÿ!3ÿ7ÿ8ÿ50ÿ%'ÿ
%:&%'ÿ# ÿÿ502ÿ30ÿ7ÿ8ÿ20!ÿ: ÿÿ^ÿ$*ÿ%^%ÿÿ%'Zÿÿ=>>ÿ!3ÿ7ÿ8ÿ50ÿ%'ÿ30
7ÿ8ÿ20!%9:;ÿÿ%'ÿÿÿ_%'%$$ÿ# ÿ^%ÿÿ6`&9ÿ%9'6ÿ(ÿ^ÿÿ$&%'ÿ &
$ÿÿ&%*ÿ%'ÿÿ1ÿÿ%'ZÿÿaDEÿ%ÿ545ÿ '(ÿ$*$&ÿ%*'ÿ'ÿ5!5/ÿ:ÿ$*'(
%^%ÿÿÿ'ÿ%'ÿ'ÿ%ÿ'ÿ=>>ÿ:'ÿ9;ÿ%'ÿ* 9'(ÿÿ'ÿ*$ ÿ'ÿÿRMCSPÿ$''
%(%'ÿ$ '(ÿ'ÿÿ%ÿ$'(ÿÿ(ÿÿ%'%$$ÿ&'ÿ=>>ÿ:'ÿ9;ÿ4ÿ* 9%&ÿ
'ÿ^%ÿ' ÿ^ ÿÿ&*%'ÿ ^9ÿ:'ÿ9;ÿ$9ÿ%ÿ:ÿÿ&'(ÿÿ%ÿ9&ÿ%'ÿ'ÿ
&%^ÿb'(ÿ&ÿ%ÿ%&ÿÿ%9%&%:&ÿ'ÿ:%$ÿ[[ÿÿÿ# ÿ34ÿ7ÿ88ÿ5!55"5!34ÿÿ$ ÿ'
:'ÿ9:;93;ÿ%'ÿ9;ÿÿ8ÿ5!5/ÿ^ÿ$9ÿÿ%ÿ%'(ÿ%'ÿ%*'%9ÿ%$$%&ÿ%&&ÿ:ÿ`%ÿÿÿ%*
`'ÿ%ÿ^ &ÿ:ÿ1ÿ%ÿÿ%'ÿ:'ÿ:(ÿ'ÿ%ÿ:%$
#$$&&%'ÿ ''ÿ%ÿÿ9%&ÿ:'ÿÿ'ÿ5!5/ÿ^'ÿ%ÿ(ÿ%ÿ%'ÿ`%'ÿÿ
%*'%9ÿ*ÿ1*'ÿ4ÿ%(ÿ%ÿ%'ÿ%'ÿ'ÿÿ# ÿ%'ÿ:ÿ*%'%'ÿ'&ÿÿ%&&'(ÿ%ÿ'%&
'ÿÿ%ÿ%ÿ%*'%9ÿ%('ÿ&%'(ÿÿÿ9%&%'ÿÿ$&%*'ÿÿ%ÿ$ÿ%'%$$ÿ'ÿ4
%ÿ%ÿ'ÿÿ%ÿ:'ÿ' ÿÿ`%'ÿ'ÿÿ'%'ÿ%ÿ:'ÿ9;ÿ$&ÿÿ%^%'(ÿÿ%'Z
ÿ&'(ÿ&%(&ÿ'ÿ&(&%9ÿÿ^ÿ^ÿ'ÿ' ÿ$%ÿ'ÿÿÿ ÿcÿ%ÿ%(*'ÿ.!
$$ÿ%ÿ5!/."/ÿ7'ÿÿ%ÿÿÿ'%'ÿ%ÿÿÿ ÿ^%ÿ 
#ÿ'ÿ:ÿÿ6(ÿ&9'ÿÿ^ *ÿÿ%ÿ^%ÿ%('ÿÿ%$$&&Zÿ&%*ÿ%ÿ*ÿ'ÿ%ÿ
^'( '(ÿ *$&%'ÿÿÿ''ÿ'ÿÿ$(%*ÿÿÿ%'ÿÿ%'%$$ÿ&'ÿ%ÿ%$$&&%'ÿ% $ÿ%'
ÿ' ÿÿ%(%'ÿ%'ÿ$ÿ&ÿ.!ÿ $$ÿ%ÿ5!/2ÿ4ÿ%&&(ÿ*ÿ^'(ÿ%ÿ%$$&&ÿ%&&'(ÿ%
**%dÿ'ÿÿ:ÿ%ÿ&&^)
5ÿ%&'(ÿÿ9%&%ÿ'ÿ$ÿÿ%9'(ÿ%ÿ%'%$$'(ÿ ''ÿ%'ÿÿ&%ÿ ÿ'
%ÿ%ÿ **ÿ'ÿÿ_%'%$$ÿ92_;ÿ*'(ÿ^'ÿ4ÿ%ÿ%ÿ%ÿ%&ÿÿÿ&ÿÿÿ2_
3ÿF&%'(ÿ'ÿ'ÿ$%&ÿ%'ÿ$(%*ÿ^ ÿÿ$*'(ÿÿ9%&%'ÿ1ÿ:ÿ&%^
ÿ9&$'(ÿ['9%&dÿ%'ÿF(%*ÿ9[F;ÿ^ÿ$%'%&ÿ$%$%'ÿ%ÿ1ÿ:ÿ&%^
ÿ%&'(ÿÿ(9ÿ$%'ÿ' ÿ '%''(ÿ'*%'ÿ%: ÿÿ'(ÿÿ:ÿ$*ÿ'ÿÿ&ÿ
$ %&ÿ(ÿ'ÿÿ2_ÿ$ ÿ%'ÿÿ **'%'ÿ%'ÿ%''(ÿÿÿ2_
!ÿ2:%''(ÿ$%'%&ÿ ''ÿÿ$%&ÿ%'ÿ$&%*'ÿ$ÿÿ1ÿ'(ÿÿÿ&ÿ%'ÿ$
ÿ' '(ÿ$%'ÿÿÿ$ %&ÿ(
/ÿ%&'(ÿÿb$ÿ'ÿ'ÿÿ'ÿ%'%&ÿ$&%*'ÿ$''(ÿ9^ÿ:ÿÿ2_ÿ%'ÿ'(ÿ
$&%ÿ'^&ÿ'&&'(ÿ%'%$$ÿ'ÿ'ÿ &ÿ$''(ÿ2_ÿ9^
.ÿ%&'(ÿÿ$&%ÿ'ÿ'ÿ$%&ÿ%'ÿ$(%*ÿ^'ÿ%ÿ%'%:&ÿ*ÿ%ÿ%ÿ2_
 **'%'ÿ%'ÿ%&'(ÿÿ9&$ÿ%ÿ'ÿ'*:ÿÿ%&'%9ÿ$&%*'ÿÿ*ÿÿ%'%&
'ÿÿ%'%$$ÿ'
2ÿ%&'(ÿÿ$9ÿ%'%$$ÿ'ÿ^ÿ%'ÿ1%&ÿ$$ 'ÿÿ$%$%'ÿ'ÿ%%*
' '%%*ÿ%'ÿ`%&%ÿ%9
ÿ%&'(ÿÿ9&$ÿ[Fÿÿ%'%$$ÿ'ÿ^ÿÿ1ÿ$%'%&ÿ'9&9*'ÿ%'ÿ$&%'(
'ÿ'ÿ$%&ÿ%'ÿ$(%*ÿ:ÿ[Fÿ^ÿ9&$
!!2
0ÿ%&'(ÿÿ'*ÿ$%'ÿÿÿ(ÿÿ$'ÿ *$&%'ÿ%'ÿ:%'ÿ]!!2ÿ*$%%&ÿ%'(ÿ%'ÿÿ ^
ÿ:%'ÿ*$%%&ÿ%'(
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54ÿ%&'(ÿÿ'*ÿ$%'ÿÿÿ%9%&%6&ÿÿ'%&ÿ$&%*'ÿÿ9&ÿ%'%$$ÿ'
%'ÿ%&'(ÿÿ*%7ÿÿ$&%*'ÿ%9%&%6&
4ÿ%'ÿ6ÿ&&ÿ$ÿ%ÿ&%*ÿÿ('%&8ÿ9&%'ÿÿ%ÿÿ&'ÿ*&9ÿ9&&ÿÿ&%ÿ%'
%*'ÿ:;;<ÿ;>?><ÿ@AB;ÿC>ÿD>ÿEFGHIJ<ÿ..0ÿ3ÿ./ÿ.2".ÿK3ÿ503LMÿNHOOP;ÿD>ÿC;QQBRPDHQSH<ÿ.30ÿ3ÿ3.0ÿK
504LÿI;TO>ÿU;QS;U<ÿ!/3ÿVÿ0.ÿ545ÿÿ53ÿ.0ÿW3ÿ05ÿK505LÿXÿÿ1%&&ÿ&%ÿ%ÿ9ÿ%ÿ
$&%'ÿ%ÿÿ$9%'ÿÿÿÿ$ ÿ(ÿÿ$$ÿ' ÿ%'ÿ%'(ÿÿ%'' ÿ6ÿ%&ÿÿÿ&%7ÿ
%'ÿ%*'%9ÿ%'(ÿ%'ÿ%$$%&ÿYZHI[;QGZBJÿD>ÿ@AJQBAQÿ\SORÿ:IJAAPÿ]SBO><ÿ25.ÿ3ÿ5!5ÿ5!2"!ÿK3ÿ50LÿI;TO>
U;QS;U<ÿ!./ÿVÿ5425ÿ54!ÿÿ5!3.ÿ20ÿW3ÿ2/4ÿK50!Lÿ^%'ÿÿ%*'%9ÿ*ÿÿ' ÿ1ÿ
%1%ÿ*ÿ%ÿ' ÿ%'%6&ÿ%9%&%6&ÿ@AB;ÿC>ÿD>ÿEFGHIJ<ÿBZ_TH<ÿ..0ÿ3ÿ%ÿ.0ÿ4ÿ%*ÿÿÿ9ÿ
9'(ÿ%&&(ÿ &ÿ' ÿÿ9 &ÿ' ÿ%9ÿ6'ÿ ÿ6ÿÿÿÿ%*'%9ÿ%'(ÿ$ ÿ`Ia;;B;ÿD>
NAHTUÿAbÿcUZI><ÿ2ÿVÿ..ÿ.2!"2/ÿÿÿ5!ÿ5!2ÿ54ÿW3ÿ.33ÿK50.LMÿdHQU;Tÿ̀HPP;ÿD>ÿEFGHIJ<ÿBZ_TH<ÿ.2
3ÿ%ÿ/3MÿeSP;RÿD>ÿEFGHIJ<ÿ..ÿ3ÿ./ÿ.!4"!5ÿK3ÿ505L
#'ÿ^%*'%'ÿÿÿ9'"9 ÿ$%(ÿ$&%'ÿÿ&*'ÿÿ9'"9ÿ$%(ÿ%$$'^ÿÿ'9ÿ*ÿ%'
$ ÿ1ÿ'ÿ%'ÿÿÿ fÿ''(ÿÿ%ÿ%'ÿ '&'ÿÿ&%9ÿ%$$9'(ÿÿ&*'
&ÿ%ÿÿ&(%'ÿ9'ÿ%ÿ6'ÿ%'ÿ% *$&ÿ*ÿ* ÿ%'ÿ9%ÿ &ÿ%9ÿ6'ÿ% *$&
(ÿ%*'%9ÿ%'(ÿX'ÿÿ9 ÿÿ6(ÿ4&%ÿghiÿ$$ ÿ ''ÿj(*'ÿ$9ÿÿ&%ÿ9
ÿ&ÿ(ÿ'ÿÿÿ'ÿ&%*ÿÿ&ÿ'ÿ%ÿÿÿ'%'ÿ%9ÿ9&$ÿ$&%'ÿÿ ÿ%&&ÿÿ9&%'
ÿ&%9ÿ%&&(ÿ6ÿÿ *$&%'gÿXÿ&&ÿ9'ÿÿ9&&ÿ%6&ÿ^$'ÿÿÿ 'ÿÿ^%'ÿÿ%*'%9
*
kÿ%(ÿÿ%ÿ%$$&&ÿ9ÿ'&ÿÿ%'ÿ%9%ÿÿ%'fÿÿl 99ÿÿ'ÿÿÿ%'ÿ
ÿ((ÿ%ÿÿ%9%ÿ &ÿ6ÿ*%ÿ'ÿÿ9&ÿ(ÿ# ÿ!3ÿVÿmmÿ50ÿ%'ÿ50ÿ:;;ÿYZHI[;QGZBJ
D>ÿ@AJQBAQÿ\SOR<ÿBZ_TH<ÿ25.ÿ3ÿ%ÿ5!2"!0MÿnHBOSQ?BÿD>ÿ̀HSQ;ocQUp;PPÿ\;QO>ÿ:IJAAPÿ]SBO><ÿ.2.ÿ3ÿ0ÿ02ÿK3ÿ503LM
`HQ;I[;ÿD>ÿ:IJAAPÿNAHTU<ÿ2.3ÿ3ÿ053ÿ052"35ÿK55ÿ50/LÿI;TO>ÿU;QS;U<ÿ!2!ÿVÿ54.3ÿ54.ÿÿ40ÿÿW3
2!ÿK50.LMÿ̀AQHJHQÿD>ÿa;GTHB[H<ÿ.2ÿ3ÿ55.!ÿ5523ÿKÿ503LÿI;TO>ÿU;QS;U<ÿ!.4ÿVÿ5453ÿ54ÿÿ53/3ÿ2/
W3ÿ!5ÿK50LMÿ\HOPSQÿD>ÿEFGHIJ<ÿ.!!ÿ$$ÿ5.5ÿ5.!"./ÿKqqr50.LÿDHIHO;UÿAQÿAOJ;Tÿ?TAZQUB<ÿ34ÿ3ÿ/
K3ÿ502LMÿNPHs;t;pB[SÿD>ÿNAHTUÿAbÿcUZI><ÿ/00ÿ$$ÿ02/ÿ022"4ÿKk qr50/Lÿ4ÿ%9ÿÿ6&*
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ÿ%'ÿ6ÿ'ÿ6ÿ*$&%'ÿ'ÿ'ÿ5!5/ÿ'ÿ%$$&&ÿ(ÿ&ÿ'ÿ'ÿ50ÿ%ÿ9&&ÿ%ÿ
%'ÿÿÿl%'%$$ÿ# ÿ%$$&&%'ÿ9&&ÿÿ' ÿ$jÿ*ÿ%'ÿÿ'(ÿ%ÿÿj(*'ÿ6&9ÿ6
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%9%ÿ%(%'ÿÿÿÿ ÿ:AZOJ;HBOÿv;?HPÿ];b;QB;ÿwTAZ_ÿD>ÿEUHFB<ÿ./2ÿ3ÿ555ÿ553/ÿK0ÿ505LM
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